
THE CHALLENGE 

Glass fibre composites are commonly used for the 
manufacture of printed circuit boards. In addition  
to their electrical characteristics, these materials  
provide a good combination of strength, rigidity  
and toughness. While complete mechanical failure of 
the board is unlikely, local stresses at copper bonding 
pads can produce micro cracking in the composite 
material close to the bond pad. Under cyclic loading 
these cracks can extend resulting in electrical failure of 
the board. Even in the absence of external load,  
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) mismatch 
results in strain which changes with temperature.  

The suitability of the materials used can be evaluated 
by applying controlled cyclic loading to bond pads and 
measure the number of cycles to failure as a function  
of applied load. As the bond pad is flat, gripping  
is a challenge. 

THE SOLUTION

The unique Nordson DAGE Hot Probe Attach (HPA) 
technique uses patented technology to tackle this  
problem. By soldering a small pin to the bond pad, 
load can be applied at any angle without the  
challenges associated with gripping small objects. 

Board flexure is known to produce high strains in  
BGA bonds particularly at the corners of the die,  
with the principal stress lying approximately 30°  
to the pad normal1. HPA can make contact at any 
angle simulating actual service conditions. 

Paragon™ software provides a user friendly interface  
allowing temperature profiles to be generated and the 
test parameters to be set in accordance with IPC9708.  
The optics on the 4000Plus test system enables the pin 
to be precisely located to pads as small as 100µm.

1. B Roggeman AREA Consortium 2009
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THE METHOD
The pin is lowered onto the solder bump 
or pad and carefully positioned using  
high precision servo stages. At the  
start of the test, the probe temperature 
ramps to the set reflow temperature  
followed by a hold and cool down  
cycle. During the thermal cycle the 
changes in pin length are automatically 
compensated by the software. Once the 
pin is firmly attached to the bond area, 
the pin clamping mechanism is engaged 
and the pin is ready to apply load.  

The user has a choice of test modes.  
For a simple static test the load is  
increased up to failure with the  
load-displacement data being recorded. 
A more representative form of loading 
involves cycling between fixed loads  
with ramp rate and hold times being  
set via an intuitive interface.

The test continues to fracture or can  
be stopped after a set number of cycles  
allowing a level of sub critical crack 
growth to occur prior to final failure 
under monotonic loading. 
Angled testing is achieved using a  
suitable work holder which holds the 
sample at the desired test angle.
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THE RESULT
Cyclic testing has been shown to  
correlate with board level drop  
testing with HPA providing a quick  
and cost efficient alternative to this  
type of testing.

Angled pull tests provide lower cycles  
to failure as the initial crack lies normal  
to the pad and the angle of the load  
ensures there is a component of the  
applied load normal to this crack.

Hot Probe Attach can be used in  
all situations where a flat solderable  
surface needs to be gripped and a  
load applied. One such example  
is metallic coatings on plastic  
components, where there is a need  
to assess the adhesion between the  
coating and the component.  
A wide range of solders can be used,  
providing a trade off between joint 
strength and reflow temperature.  
Low melting point solders are  
particularly suitable for plastics that  
have relatively low glass transition  
temperatures.

Cycles to Failure for loads applied at 30°  
to the pad normal (courtesy of Universal 
Instruments Corporation)

Paragon™ simplifies the entry of test parameters
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